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Become a scientist, Ernest
Rutherford would urge his friends,
for then you will never be old, you
will remain all your life a child at
play. So it proved for the
evergreen Max Perutz, who did his
last experiment only weeks before
he died at the fine age of eighty-
seven. Perutz embraced Noël
Coward’s dictum that ‘work is fun,
work is much more fun than fun’.
In an eventful life, beset in its early
years with fluctuating fortune,
adversity and sometimes danger,
the transcendent moments of true
drama, of which he wrote with
such charm and immediacy, came
in the laboratory.
One Saturday morning in 1951,
browsing in the library, Max 
opens the latest issue of the
Proceedings of the National
Academy of Sciences and there
finds the famous paper by Pauling
and Corey in which the α-helix
stands revealed. Appalled at his
failure to discern such a
fundamental structural principle in
his own X-ray and model-building
studies, he pedals home in a 
daze. Deaf to the clamour of his
young family, he broods as he
swallows his lunch. And of a
sudden, inspiration strikes: the
configuration of the diffraction
experiments was such that they
could not have revealed the 1.5 Å
reflection that the structure
demanded. Back to the lab, then;
Perutz fishes for a horse hair in his
desk drawer, sets up the
experiment and develops the film
in a lather of impatience, and
there is the reflection — Pauling’s
helix made manifest in the
developer dish.
Another such moment came
after twenty years of inconclusive
toil on the crystal structure of
haemoglobin, the molecule to
which Perutz consecrated his life.
The principle of isomorphous
replacement came in a flash of
insight. He immediately prepared
a mercury derivative of his 
protein and, lo! the diffraction
picture showed exactly what he
had hoped: the spots were in the
same place, but the relative
intensities were altered. He must
have realised in that moment that
he would eventually run his
elusive quarry to earth. And best
of all, in 1961, the long-sought
structure at last came into view,
with its helices, its haem groups
with their ligands, everything, in
short, about which protein
chemists had argued and
speculated for decades. For 
those who were privileged to 
be around when the
oxyhaemoglobin structure was
unveiled (along with Kendrew’s
myoglobin) it came as an
epiphany: we were witnesses to a
historic moment in the long march
of science.
The oxyhaemoglobin structure
was of course far from the end of
the story, for deoxyhaemoglobin
followed, and the hazy concept 
of allosterism took shape before
our eyes. Ancient mysteries, like
the Bohr effect, were resolved,
and all this was succeeded by a
series of beautiful studies on
genetic haemoglobin variants,
which gave structural expression
to a chapter of pathology. At the
end, when haemoglobin had
yielded up all its secrets, Perutz at
eighty, looked for something new.
What he settled on was the
structural basis of ‘genetic
anticipation’ in Huntington’s
disease and related hereditary
conditions. This project, on which
he was engaged until last
December, when illness finally
robbed him of the strength to
continue his experiments, went no
small way towards illuminating
what the strange glutamine tracts
in huntingtin and other such
proteins actually do. His last
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paper on the subject appeared in
Nature only last year.
Max Perutz was a Viennese and
his accent never lost the tinge of
his first language. He graduated in
chemistry from the University of
Vienna, and in 1936 came as a
graduate student to Cambridge:
he had heard about the work of
Frederick Gowland Hopkins on
the chemistry of vitamins and he
begged one of his professors, the
polymer chemist, Hermann Mark,
to put in a word for him in
Cambridge. But Mark forgot his
errand to Hopkins. Recollecting
his promise, he spoke instead 
to J.D. Bernal, and on his 
return to Vienna informed 
Perutz that a place was waiting for
him in Bernal’s crystallography
laboratory. Mark’s lapse was a
happy one, for Bernal possessed
one of the most original and
fecund intellects in all of science.
Perutz was dismayed:
crystallography was a closed
book to him, but Mark reassured
him that he would soon pick 
it up.
So indeed it proved, but no
sooner had he completed his
Ph.D. than the Second World War
broke out, and Perutz suffered the
fate of the many German and
Austrian refugees, mainly Jewish,
fleeing the terror at home: he was
arrested and interned. The ageing
colonel in charge of the primitive
makeshift prison camp in the
north of England expressed
astonishment that so many of
these dangerous Nazis should
have been Jews. Perutz was
young, and as a potential threat to
the security of the realm he was
shipped to Canada and confined
behind barbed wire. To keep
frustration at bay, he organised a
camp university and lectured his
fellow-inmates on crystallography,
while Hermann Bondi (much later
Sir Herman and chief scientist to
the Ministry of Defence) offered a
course in vector analysis and
Klaus Fuchs (the communist who
was to become notorious as a spy
for the Soviet Union) took on
theoretical physics. In 1941 the
Home Office gave up on
internment, Perutz returned to
England, and presently word
came that his services were
required for a highly secret
project, vital for the pursuit of the
war and code-named Habbakuk.
Bernal had remembered
Perutz’s interest in snow and ice,
which stemmed from his early
passion for skiing and
mountaineering, and had
recommended him to Geoffrey
Pyke. It was the wildly eccentric
and anarchic Pyke who had
conceived the ill-starred project,
on which Perutz was now put to
work in a refrigerated cavern
under Smithfield meat-market in
London. The plan was to develop
an indestructible form of ice,
produced by the incorporation of
cellulosic pulp. The ‘pykrete’,
which was indeed tougher than
steel, was to be used to construct
floating airstrips in the North
Atlantic to allow refuelling of
cargo planes. The feasibility of
this bizarre scheme was never put
to the test, for the arrival of
aircraft of longer range made it
redundant.
Soon thereafter Perutz returned
to Cambridge, joining Lawrence
Bragg’s newly established
Medical Research Council group
at the Cavendish Laboratory in
which were nurtured the seeds of
what became known as molecular
biology. It was mainly Perutz who
later persuaded the Medical
Research Council, which, through
its enlightened Secretaries, Sir
Edward Mellanby and Sir Harold
Himsworth, had kept faith with
him and John Kendrew through
more than two decades of patient,
and apparently fruitless toil, to
establish the Laboratory of
Molecular Biology in a fine new
building on the Addenbrookes
hospital site.
The secret of the LMB’s
enduring effulgence defies
analysis: it was there that Crick,
Sanger, Brenner, Milstein, Klug,
Huxley and so many others did
their greatest work. Perutz 
himself thought it as
unaccountable as the flowering of
the arts in Renaissance Florence
or fin-de-siècle Paris, but the fact
remains that it was he who ran it
with an unerring judgement of
what and whom to encourage,
and always with a light hand on
the tiller. To visitors he was a
familiar sight at lunch or tea in the
canteen (run for many years by 
his wife), a slight, genial figure,
eating standing up, for an old
skiing injury made sitting
uncomfortable.
Most of Perutz’s waking hours
must have been spent in the
laboratory. Yet the breadth of his
learning was prodigious. He was a
vivid and entertaining lecturer, but
it was the quality of his writing that
was truly remarkable. He wrote
lucid popular books about science
and its social implications. He was
a regular contributor to the New
York Review of Books on many
topics, not all related to science.
His historical sweep was
extraordinary: his elegant,
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luminous essays, many of which
are preserved in two published
collections, will continue to be
read and re-read for pleasure and
instruction. His ire was excited
only by intolerance and by
pretentiousness, and when roused
he could do a magisterial
demolition job. He had in
particular no patience with talk of
the ‘rhetoric of science’ — good
science, he declared, ‘needs no
rhetoric, only clarity’ — and what
is now called epistemic relativism,
the notion of ‘relative truth’ in
science, he wrote, ‘seems to me a
piece of humbug masquerading as
an academic discipline’.
Perutz died laden with many
honours. He was grateful for the
marks of high recognition that his
adopted country bestowed on
him, culminating in the highest of
all, the Order of Merit, but it is an
open secret that he declined those
that carried a title, because titles,
he felt, alienated men from their
fellows. Max Perutz will be
remembered as one of the last of
an illustrious breed of scientists
who led from the bench. In his
commonplace book, reprinted in
one of his collections of
occasional pieces, he quoted with
approval the remark by his
colleague, Nobel Laureate twice
over, Fred Sanger: ‘I am just a
chap who messes around in the
laboratory’. Science has moved on
since Perutz and his friends were
creating the biology that we now
take for granted. It has entered an
age of megabucks, patents and
satellite companies in the Science
Park, of regimented teams led by
professors who leave their offices
only for the airport. How would the
young Max Perutz and his like
have fared when they set out on a
grand quest with an uncertain
outcome — to discover the
structure of a protein or determine
its amino acid sequence,
unattainable aims it must have
seemed to many? Would they find
a benign and far-sighted Research
Council to support them through
the lean years? The chances are
that, truly, we shall not look upon
their like again. 
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